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Religion

I am a devout Christian and my best friend is a Muslim but that 
doesn’t prevent us from being the closest of friends.


By Michael David Dye Fasolino



Racism

In the world we live in it isn’t uncommon to see a king being used as a 
pawn without knowing the value it’s worth just because the color of 
his skin.


By Michael David Dye Fasolino



Religion

We are all the equal no matter our religion let’s help each other to 
have a better life.


By Jorge Gabriel Rodríguez Cano



Minorities

There are people who may not be as lucky as we are but they are not 
different from us.


By Jorge Gabriel Rodríguez Cano



Religion

Some people try to convert another from a religion different of their 
own.


By Gabriela Ruiz Rodríguez



Violence against women

Mistreating a woman repeatedly until she is so used to it that it seems 
normal.


By Gabriela Ruiz Rodríguez



Religion

A mosque in my town, different religions.


By Patricia Concepción Delgado



Immigrants

Our school, our town, many nationalities.


By Patricia Concepción Delgado



Racism 

… after all there is only one race, the human race.


By Desireé Chinea Parkkinen



Appearance 

People judge by appearance, without taking into account that not all 
is what it seems.


By Desireé Chinea Parkkinen



Gender discrimation

In many places men think and believe that women do not have the right to 
express their opinion and that they have to remain silent.


By Marianna López Finol



Racism

Intolerance towards muslims, it is just a religion like any other but sadly 
there are people who do not see it that way. 


By Marianna López Finol
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